Class Film #1 - True Grit (1969)

Looking at True Grit in the context of the 21st Century, this film instantly dates itself from the immediate
(quite literally immediate - there is no lead in before) the extended opening credits - a growing trend in
the 1960's (Murphy, 2017) and the abrupt music, launching straight into the theme song, performed by
Glen Campbell (uncredited). This is probably the best performance by Glen Campbell which isn't to say
that the rest of his performance is terrible; simply that both he and John Wayne appear wooden in their
roles. While having enjoyed existence in varying forms since the 1910s, the art form known as Method
Acting is absent from their performances; at a time when the worth of the practice was heavily debated
(Gussow, 2019).

Kim Darby gives, perhaps the most expressive performance as the sassy and cocksure Mattie Ross; an
independent and spirited woman and an anomaly in the 1880s and only just becoming accepted in the
late 1960s with the onset of feminism. But her character is a far cry from her second highest citation in
her career; as the meek, timid and culinarily incompetent Jenny Meyer (mother of John Cusack's Lane
Meyer) in the semi-surreal teen-gross spoof comedy Better Off Dead (Savage Steve Holland - Director,
1985) and shows her versatility as an actor, despite having an underappreciated career.

Despite the fact that John Wayne chose not to employ the Method in his acting (Levy, 2019) this did not
seriously degrade from his performance as was evidenced this being the role in which he would earn his
sole Academy Award against an impressive field of contenders including (at the time) upstart
newcomers Dustin Hoffman and Jon Voight for Midnight Cowboy (John Schlesinger - Director, 1969) and
the classic stage masters Richard Burton for Anne of the Thousand Days (Charles Jarrott - Director, 1969)
and Peter O'Toole for Goodbye, Mr Chips (Herbert Ross - Director, 1969) (Cieply, 2019).

Perhaps because his rough, rugged, outdoorsman style makes made him an extremely popular western
figure, as well as his roles as a war hero in such films as The Longest Day (Ken Annakin, Andrew Marton,
Bernhard Wicki, Gerd Oswald {uncredited}, Darryl F. Zanuck {uncredited} - Directors, 1962) or The Green
Berets (Ray Kellogg, John Wayne, Mervyn LeRoy {uncredited} - Directors, 1968) - the actor himself does
exude true grit. But, as Jack Palance observed in the role of Curly in City Slickers (Ron Underwood Director, 1991) cowboys are a dying breed. In City Slickers, the loneliness and anonymity of the cowboy
life is reinforced (or, perhaps parodied); Curly has no last name prompting Billy Crystal's character to
provide an observation of the stereotype ("His name is Curly? Perfect!") and shortly after making his
statement about the mortality of the cowboy life his character then proceeds to literally die.

In True Grit, there are elements which touch on various aspects of humanity and history but I'll only
mention a couple, here. The huge vista shots with the actors antlike in the scene projects a feeling of
isolation and desolation that is reflective of the frontier. Isolation and loneliness is a motif that is
repeated several times; when Mattie views her dead father following the carnival atmosphere of the

hanging (the contrast in mood enhances the effect), briefly when she takes her room at the boarding
house and sees the old woman sleeping (before snapping out of it and "returning to business"), and a
couple of times when she leaves Rooster Cogburn to his drinking - once through the beaded curtain
before the adventure begins and once while camping out during their pursuit of Chaney and Pepper.
While camping she also pointedly confronts him with the fact that he has no one in his life besides the
old Chinese man and the cat who, as John Wayne states - and Peter Ustinov would concur with and
elaborate on seven years later in the dystopian Sci-Fi adventure Logan's Run (Michael Anderson Director, 1976) - that cat's don't belong to anyone; a parallel to the independence and isolation of the
life of a frontier lawman (or the sole survivor of a cataclysmic catastrophe).

As a side note, it was pointed out during class that the hanging scene was probably reflective of the
actual time. I concur with this opinion and have encountered this scenario before - in a study of Arthur
Miller's stage play, The Crucible (Miller, 1976) which depicts events during the Salem witch hunts and in
which several characters are hanged. It was pointed out to me that the mentality of the bloodthirsty
mob can be summarized, thusly: they call for blood as a distraction and they celebrate as a distraction
because deep in the minds of each and every one is "Thank God it's not me up there" and that's the fear
that kept order. Shying from brutality is a modern invention and even as such, capital punishment is still
practiced in most parts of the United States (Death Penalty Information Center, 2019). In the 1800s it
presented itself in a much more raw form.

Which leads me to the concept and presentation of death as it appears in several forms in the film;
there is the aforementioned carnival hanging and the viewing of Mattie's father. But death is treated as
a serious matter - unlike many other films of this and other genre's even these deaths of Ned's men are
personalized. Comparing this film to any number of other films (such as the huge battle sequences in the
Star Wars or James Bond franchises, to name only a couple) we don't see the protagonists simply
walking away from the corpses with no regard to them ever having been human (except for Chaney and
Pepper, presumably left because Mattie's safety was more important). Instead Rooster Cogburn ensures
Ned Pepper's crew are identified and entitled to proper burial, despite how vile they may have been
while they were alive, perhaps symbolic of the attitudes towards the death and casualties in Asia as the
Vietnam War and its related protests would have been in full swing at this time.

But even with this consideration we are shown a brutal world of revenge (Mattie seeks revenge for her
father), greed (Cogburn is only in it for the money) and a hard life. But, despite warnings of ruggedness
in the pursuit, however, Mattie manages to hold her own - except for the snake pit, a situation in which
any person, male or female, would find themselves in a screaming panic. Again, death is common and
the snake pit adds yet another method by which one could die in the "wild west." Indeed, Glen
Campbell's character is named "Le Boeuf" - French for "the beef," indicating the beefy, outdoorsy nature
of the character and the time.

The death motif seems oddly prophetic of the career of John Wayne, himself. An attempt to revive the
role of Rooster Cogburn six years later in the film Rooster Cogburn (Stuart Millar - Director, 1975) left
Roger Ebert "wonder[ing] why the movie was made." as he laments that we must "watch the actors
themselves conspire in a ripoff [sic] of some of their finest moments" (Ebert, 2019); John Wayne as
Rooster Cogburn and Katherine Hepburn as a facsimile of her role of Rose Sayer in The African Queen
(John Huston - Director, 1951). Such a nostalgic attempt indicates the onset of age, the decline of career
and eventual death as was the case when John Wayne passed away only four years after the release of
Rooster Cogburn. True Grit finishes, again with the death motif as Mattie describes the small graveyard
on her estate and in her characteristic organized and official manner she announces where everyone will
lie for eternity. The theme of loneliness returns as she offers a place to the rogue cowboy.

Returning to the opening idea of the period in which the film was made, history provides an additional
dimension for study. The history of the opening of Tutankhamen's tomb is as fascinating as the life and
burial of the actual Egyptian king and, similarly, period pieces in cinema give us two periods of study: the
period in which the film is made and the period in which the film is set and the perception of the former
to the latter. Fashion is cyclic and styles in the late 1800s became popular again in the 1970s (such as
high collars and long sideburns). and this adds to the authenticity of the piece, but even with these
similarities one can see the 1970's interpretation of sideburns and collars. It does, however, prompt one
to wonder if such related styles contribute to the authenticity and quality of westerns of this period.
Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid (George Roy Hill - Director, 1969), also jumps out as an authentic
quality western and was made the same year and was also an Academy Award winner. For comparison,
look at Robert Redford's moustache compared to the actual Sundance Kid compared to moustache
styles of the late '60s and early '70s. Coincidence? Perhaps.
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